
SMARTCOLOR
CLEANING SYSTEM

THE FUTURE OF CLEANING… NOW IN COLOR



SMARTCOLOR C
VISUALIZE THE DIFFERENCE COLOR CAN MAKE

ADVANTAGES OF SMARTCOLOR

SmartColor Cleaning System combines Unger’s superior cleaning technology with

the productivity and sanitation benefits of visual coding.  For the first time, our

ergonomic cleaning products are available with color-coded enhancements that help

your employees easily organize both their equipment and their workday.  The results

are improved performance, better sanitation and cleaner facilities.

IMPROVES TRAINING AND COMMUNICATION

SmartColor is an intuitive visual coding system, removing language 
and literacy barriers when training a diverse workforce in proper 
cleaning processes.  Color-coding also provides supervisors with quick
visual indicators for monitoring employee activity to prevent tool or
chemical misuse.

PREVENTS CROSS-CONTAMINATION

Distinct color-coding makes it easy to separate tools into their correct
areas of use or cleaning task.  Restroom tools are kept in the restroom,
kitchen tools are kept in the kitchen – reducing bacteria cross-
contamination between high and low-risk areas.  Proper use creates a
healthier, more sanitary environment that benefits employees, occupants
and visitors.

ENHANCES BUILDING SAFETY
Color-coding reduces the risk of accidents arising from the misuse of
tools or chemicals in the wrong area.  For instance, by preventing the
use of greasy kitchen mops on entryway floors, SmartColor can lower
the incidence of potentially expensive “slip and fall” accidents.
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CLEANING SYSTEM

DETERS CHEMICAL MISUSE

SmartColor reduces the transfer of harmful substances by isolating
potentially hazardous cleaning chemicals into their appropriate areas.  For
example, mopping solutions can be coded for a specific floor to avoid the
use of caustic chemicals that may permanently damage the surface.

SIMPLIFIES SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

By keeping cleaning tools in their proper areas, SmartColor allows
custodial departments to keep better track of their equipment and supplies.
Productivity increases when employees no longer have to search for
misplaced tools or proper cleaning equipment.

PRESERVES FACILITY ASSETS

SmartColor protects valuable assets by reducing the risk of using improper
chemicals or applications on floors and other surfaces.  Floor-finishing
supplies can be color-coded to eliminate confusion with floor-stripping
supplies to preserve the appearance of high-priced specialty flooring.

ELEVATES EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

SmartColor enhances the professional appearance of employees and
increases their efficiency by making it easy to organize the cleaning
process.  Ergonomic tool design also reduces fatigue and injury to boost
productivity.
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SANITARY RESTROOM

SMARTCOLOR CODING EXAMPLE

FOODSERVICE AREAS

Use in areas of the restroom that have higher bacteria
concentrations and specialized cleaning solutions, where
sanitation is a priority.  Particularly toilets and urinals.

Use in areas that come into contact with food, including
kitchens, cafeterias and employee break rooms.  Or, use a
separate color for food preparation areas for an added
degree of safety.

QQuuaalliittyy  TToooollss  ffoorr  SSmmaarrtt  CClleeaanniinngg™™
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GENERAL/USER SPECIFIC

Use for general cleaning in offices, hallways and reception
areas.  Or, task a set of tools for specialized areas of your

building, such as hotel rooms, classrooms, manufacturing areas
or medical facilities.

SPECIALTY CLEANING

Use for sinks and general restroom cleaning, to prevent cross-
contamination from toilet and urinal areas.  May also be used for
specialty cleaning activities such as gymnasiums, laboratories and

floor-care projects.

This usage model is an example only.
Your Unger representative can help 

you customize SmartColor for the unique
needs of your facility. 
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Quality Tools for Smart Cleaning™

SMARTCOLOR MOPHOLDER

Pivoting, low-profile head is easy to maneuver and reduces bending and reaching to
prevent lower back injuries.  Combine with SmartColorCombo to reduce total cleaning
time by 10%.  Large 16" surface provides more direct cleaning contact and more
scrubbing pressure for superior hygienic results.  Collapses easily with the touch of foot
pedal to rinse or change mop head.  Neutral gray with SmartColor Decal Kit.

SMARTCOLOR TELEPOLE 250
Extends cleaning reach, adjusts to individual worker to prevent strain and injury.  Two-section extension pole extends from
48”/120cm to 96”/250cm.  Strong and lightweight, made of anodized extruded aluminum.  Attaches to any Unger cleaning tool
with snap-in Taper/Acme cone adapter.  Locks and loosens with a half-turn.  Neutral gray with SmartColor Decal Kit.

SMARTCOLOR
CLEANING SYSTEM

SMARTCOLORSIDEBUCKET

The ideal way to store and keep additional tools at hand when cart is not available. 
Easy installation, snaps on SmartColorBucket or SmartColorCombo.  Includes one side
bucket and one fitting bracket.

SMARTCOLORBUCKET

Two separate, 4 gallon compartments keep clean solution and dirty rinse water separate.  
Highly visible fill marks on divider; locking drain spout empties directly into floor drain without
lifting.  
Non-marring wheels are removable for stability or placement on cleaning carts.  Neutral gray
with SmartColor Decal Kit.

SMARTCOLORPRESS

Side Press Mechanism for maximum rinse of any SmartColor or conventional wet mops.  Fits into
rinse water compartment with positive locking mechanism to prevent press “pull out”.  Front-
mounted pole holder for easy storage of mops.  Neutral gray with SmartColor Decal Kit.

SMARTCOLORCOMBO

Includes SmartColorBucket and SmartColorPress, both made of high-impact polypropylene.  
Taller than conventional systems for less bending.  Neutral gray with SmartColor Decal Kit.



PRODUCT GUIDE

SMARTCOLOR WASHER 7.0 COMPLETE

14” MicroFiber washer with durable t-bar handle for wet or dry cleaning of walls and large flat
surfaces, white boards, chalk boards, desk and counters, or stainless steel.  Cleans better
because tiny fibers penetrate irregular surfaces to pull out dirt.  Patented water wells in body of
washer retain and release water with scrubbing movement.

SPRAYERONABELT

Combine with SmartColor MicroWipe to make wet cleaning strain-free, fast and efficient.
Sprayer hooks to belt to transfer weight away from back and arms.  Flexible hose allows
trigger to extend 3’ and spray solution closer to cleaning surface without bending or reaching.
Spray right or left handed, even upside down.  33oz. high-density plastic bottle can be
replaced with any standard 33oz. bottle with Acme thread. Neutral gray with SmartColor
Decal Kit.

SMARTCOLOR MICROWIPE

MicroFiber cleaning cloth with aggressive cleaning edges for wet or dry cleaning with less
water, less streaking and less effort.  Tiny fibers penetrate small, irregular surfaces to pull out
dirt.  Extremely durable, can be washed and reused over 500 times.  

SMARTCOLOR MICROMOP 7.0
MicroFiber material in 7mm pile for medium-duty use.  Shorter fibers have less drag and
are ideal for vinyl and other sealed floors without grout lines.  Reduces bacteria by 96%,
absorbs 6X own weight, machine wash and dry 500 times.

SMARTCOLOR MICROMOP 15.0
MicroFiber aggressive cleaning edges clean with less water, less streaking and less effort.  Heavy-
duty 15mm pile for tile floors and grout lines. Use wet or dry to reduce bacteria by up to 96%.
Absorbs 6X own weight for quick liquid pick-up and retention.  Long-lasting and durable, good for
over 500 machine washings and dryings.
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Quality Tools for Smart Cleaning™

Quality Tools for Smart Cleaning  is a Trademark of Unger Enterprises, Inc. 2002
Literature #12941

Every facility is unique, which is why Unger SmartColor

is the first visual coding system designed to adapt to the

specific, and changing, needs of your business.  As your

building’s footprint grows or personnel needs fluctuate,

SmartColor wil l  keep your business ahead of 

all its cleaning demands.

SmartColor achieves its distinct color-coding through

interchangeable features and durable metallic decals.  

This gives you the flexibility to easily retask tools for

different areas or functions as required.  Unlike other

systems, SmartColor does not force you to purchase

expensive new equipment every t ime you need 

to change color-coding schemes or transfer tools 

to new areas.

DIFFERENT NEEDS

ONE FLEXIBLE SOLUTION

BUILD YOUR OWN COLOR-CODING SYSTEM

YOUR UNGER REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE HAPPY TO

CUSTOMIZE SMARTCOLOR FOR YOUR FACILITY.

PROJECT

Separate tools into daily tasks, detail activities
and larger periodic projects.

CHEMICAL

Coordinate chemical colors to tools and color-
keyed Material Safety Data Sheets to prevent the
transfer of harmful substances.

SPECIALIST

Give cleaning specialists their own set of 
color-coded tools for their designated routes 
or specialist job cards.

FREQUENCY

Organize tools by daily, weekly and 
monthly activities.


